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Covid-19 Committee 
 

17th Meeting, 2020 (Session 5), Wednesday 30 September 2020 
 

Covid-19 Framework for Decision Making and Scotland's Route Map 
 

 
Introduction 
 
1. This paper provides background information for the Committee’s evidence 
session with John Swinney MSP, Deputy First Minister and Cabinet Secretary for 
Education and Skills and Jeane Freeman MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Health and 
Sport. The Ministers will be joined by Scottish Government officials Jason Leitch, 
National Clinical Director and Richard Foggo, Director of Population Health. The 
purpose of the meeting is to take evidence on the new measures to address the Covid-
19 pandemic as announced by the First Minister on 22 September, within the wider 
context of the Scottish Government’s Covid-19 Framework for Decision Making and 
Scotland’s Route Map.  
 
Legislative background 

2.  The UK Coronavirus Act 2020 received royal assent on 25 March. The Scottish 
Government brought forward secondary legislation using the powers conferred by the 
UK Coronavirus Act, the Health Protection (Coronavirus) (Restrictions) (Scotland) 
Regulations 2020 (“the principal regulations”), which were laid and came into force on 
26 March and were approved by the Scottish Parliament on 1 April. These regulations 
were intended— 

“to ensure that action to implement social distancing and impose restrictions 
on gatherings, events and operation of business activity can be enforced.”  

3. The Scottish Government has since brought forward legislation, approved by the 
Scottish Parliament, giving it further powers to respond to the pandemic. The 
Coronavirus (Scotland) Act 2020 received royal assent on 6 April 2020 and the 
Coronavirus (Scotland) (No. 2) Act 2020 received royal assent on 26 May 2020. It 
should be noted that in addition to the Coronavirus Acts, the Scottish Government can 
also draw on other existing powers to respond to issues arising from the pandemic 
and has done so. 
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Requirements to review the use of emergency powers 

4. The principal regulations place an obligation on the Scottish Government to 
review the need for restrictions and requirements set out in the regulations at least 
once every 21 days, with the first review being carried out by 16 April 2020. In addition, 
the principal regulations require Scottish Ministers to— 

“keep restrictions or requirements under review and for those to be lifted as 
soon as they are no longer deemed necessary to prevent, protect against or 
control the incidence or the spread of coronavirus.”  

Extension of the emergency powers under the Coronavirus Scotland Acts 

5. The Coronavirus (Scotland) Act 2020 and The Coronavirus (Scotland) (No.2) Act 
2020 as enacted both contained sunset clauses expiring Part 1 of the Acts on 30 
September 2020, but they do allow the Scottish Government to use regulations to 
extend the expiry date by six months at a time, up until 30 September 2021. The 
Scottish Government’s powers in schedule 19 of the Coronavirus Act 2020 expire two 
years from the date it was passed but this may be altered by regulations set out in 
section 90 of the Act.  

6. The Cabinet Secretary for the Constitution, Europe and External Affairs wrote to 
the Committee on 10 September to advise that the Scottish Government had 
conducted the latest review of the Health Protection (Coronavirus) (Restrictions) 
(Scotland) Regulations 2020 and supporting guidance, noting that— 

“….We remain of the view that it is likely that we will remain within Phase 3 of 
Scotland’s Route Map for some time to come. Given that the current 
regulations are set to expire on 26 September 2020, the Scottish Government 
considers it necessary to replace them with a new legislative instrument that 
will expire on 31 March 2021. Subject to the approval of Parliament, this new 
expiry date will align with other coronavirus legislation and ensure that no 
measures will expire automatically before it is appropriate for them to be 
eased.” 

 
7. The Cabinet Secretary  subsequently gave evidence to the Committee on the 
Scottish Government’s proposals to extend provisions within the Coronavirus Scotland 
Acts to 31 March 2021 (and to expire other provisions early) at its meeting on 16 
September. At this meeting, the Committee agreed to recommend approval of the 
Scottish Government’s proposals, which were subsequently approved by the 
Parliament in its plenary session on 23 September 2020.  

Policy framework and latest announcement of restrictions 

8. The Scottish Government’s strategy for responding to the Covid-19 pandemic is 
outlined in its policy document entitled Covid-19: Framework for Decision Making – 
Scotland’s Route Map Through and Out of The Crisis. The Scottish Government 
reviews its progress against the Route Map at least every three weeks. The Route 
Map was recently updated on 10 September, at the last phase review point. This 
indicated that the next three-week review would be carried out on 1 October. 

https://www.parliament.scot/Meeting%20Papers/20200910CabSecCEEA.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/114991.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/114991.aspx
https://www.gov.scot/collections/coronavirus-covid-19-scotlands-route-map/
https://www.gov.scot/collections/coronavirus-covid-19-scotlands-route-map/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-phase-3-scotlands-route-map-update-10th-september-2020/pages/1/
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9. Since then, on 22 September, the Scottish Government announced additional 
restrictions in a statement given by the First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon, to the Scottish 
Parliament.  

10. New updated guidance was published as part of the Covid-19: Framework for 
Decision Making – Scotland’s Route Map Through and Out of The Crisis the following 
day— 

• Coronavirus (COVID-19) Phase 3: staying safe and protecting others 
• Coronavirus (COVID-19): what you can and cannot do 
 

11. The First Minister’s statement set out the rational for additional measures being 
put into place, before outlining some of the key measures—  

• Everyone who can work from home, should work from home. 

• People with symptoms awaiting a test, people who test positive and household 
contacts, as well as other close contacts, should self-isolate. 

• Financial support of £500 will be introduced for those on low incomes. 

• From 25 September, pubs, bars and restaurants will be required to close at 
10pm. 

• People are no longer able to meet other households in their homes. There will 
be exceptions for those living alone, or alone with children, who form extended 
households; for couples in non-cohabiting relationships; for the provision of 
informal childcare by, for example, grandparents; and for tradespeople. 

• Rules for meeting other people in public indoor spaces that are subject to strict 
regulation and guidance, remain the same. People can meet with one other 
household only and in groups of no more than six people. 

• People can continue to meet with one other household in groups of up to six 
people outdoors, including in private gardens. 
 

• There will be no limits on the ability of children under 12 to play together 
outdoors, meaning they are exempt both from limit of six and the limit of two 
households. 
 

• Young people aged 12 to 18 will be exempt from the two-household limit, 
meaning that they will be able to meet outdoors in groups of up to six. 
 

• Booking non-essential travel overseas for the October break is strongly 
discouraged. 

  

https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-speech-22-september-2020/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-speech-22-september-2020/
https://www.gov.scot/collections/coronavirus-covid-19-scotlands-route-map/
https://www.gov.scot/collections/coronavirus-covid-19-scotlands-route-map/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-phase-3-staying-safe-and-protecting-others/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-what-you-can-and-cannot-do/
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Topical issues 

Further restrictions for university and college students 

12. A number of recent Covid-19 outbreaks in Scotland have been linked to students 
returning to universities and colleges. Within the Coronavirus (COVID-19): what you 
can and cannot do (published 23 September) the Scottish Government has provided 
guidance for the college, university and student accommodation sectors in Scotland. 
  
13. In addition to the Scottish Government’s guidance, Universities Scotland 
published the following statement on 24 September — 

 
“Following the outbreak of positive cases of coronavirus in student 
accommodation in parts of Scotland, university Principals met with the Minister 
for Further Education, Higher Education and Science, Richard Lochhead, to 
discuss what further measures and messages could be emphasised to stop the 
spread of the virus. 

Universities have agreed that: 

• All universities will make absolutely clear to students that there must be no 
parties, and no socialising outside their households – communicating and 
reinforcing these messages on a regular basis using our full range of media 
channels. Breaches will not be tolerated. 
 

• This weekend, the first of the new tighter Scottish Government guidance, 
we will require students to avoid all socialising outside of their households 
and outside of their accommodation. We will ask them not to go to bars or 
other hospitality venues.  We will be clear that this is a necessary step at 
this crucial moment of managing the virus in the student population, to 
protect students and the wider community. 
 

• We will increase the staff presence in student accommodation, to be vigilant 
against any breaches of guidance and also to offer welfare and practical 
support to students who are experiencing isolation. 
 

• We will engage further with private providers of student accommodation, 
especially those with significant numbers of bedspaces, to follow our lead 
and strictly enforce guidance. 
 

• We will intensify our institutions’ liaison with Police Scotland, to ensure 
vigilance about student behaviour off-campus and in private 
accommodation. 
 

• We will take a strict ‘Yellow Card/Red Card’ approach to breaches of student 
discipline that put students and others at risk. While we first want to advise 
students about breaches of discipline, we will not hesitate to escalate this to 
disciplinary action including potential discontinuation of study. 
 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-what-you-can-and-cannot-do/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-what-you-can-and-cannot-do/
https://www.universities-scotland.ac.uk/preventing-spread-of-coronavirus-in-universities/
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• We will commit to further agile staff responses to immediately respond to
cases, to help manage the pressures on the public health authorities.

• We will require all students to download the Protect Scotland app.”

14. The Children and Young People's Commissioner Scotland has responded to the
statement on Twitter, voicing their concerns—

“We have seen reports about restrictions on students this evening. We are 
concerned about the human rights implications & will be seeking an urgent
conversation with @scotgov and @uni_scot to establish the nature and legal
basis for these restrictions.”

15. Following this, in relation to reports that some students want to return to their
family homes to complete their period of isolation, the First Minister announced at the
daily briefing on 25 September —

“I am going to be frank. That is a difficult balancing act because if you go home
after you have been asked to self-isolate, that may have implications for your
family who will also have to self-isolate if you test positive. But I want to let you
know today that I am looking at what may be possible there and it is our aim to
issue further guidance on that over the weekend.”

10pm curfew for pubs, bars and restaurants

16. Following the First Minister’s announcement on 22 September of introducing a
10pm curfew for pubs, bars and restaurants UKHospitality Executive Director in
Scotland, Willie Macleod said—

“These restrictions are a further, potentially fatal, blow for many hospitality
businesses. In isolation, they may appear moderate, but the cumulative effect
is going to be hugely damaging. Consumer confidence is going to take another
hit and we cannot hope to recover while confidence remains low.

Scottish Government encouragement for working from home is going to hit city
centre hospitality very hard. These businesses have already lagged behind as
office workers and tourists have stayed away and they are going to take another
battering.

Although Scottish Government will review the further restrictions announced
today in three week’s time, it is disheartening that they are potentially in place
for the medium term and will affect business trading over the mid-term break
and as the Festive period approaches. Lots of businesses will not survive this
and we are going to see more and more people lose their jobs unless we have
the support to counterbalance these restrictions.

The Governments at Westminster and Holyrood must immediately announce
an exhaustive package of financial support, otherwise our sector is facing ruin.
Employment support must be extended. The furlough scheme is already
winding down and it comes to a complete halt at the end of October. Unless it
is extended for our sector, businesses are inevitably going to have to make staff

https://twitter.com/CYPCS?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.ukhospitality.org.uk/news/527207/Government-must-announce-package-of-support-as-hospitality-in-Scotland-faces-further-restrictions.htmhttps:/www.ukhospitality.org.uk/news/527207/Government-must-announce-package-of-support-as-hospitality-in-Scotland-faces-further-restrictions.htm
https://www.ukhospitality.org.uk/news/527207/Government-must-announce-package-of-support-as-hospitality-in-Scotland-faces-further-restrictions.htmhttps:/www.ukhospitality.org.uk/news/527207/Government-must-announce-package-of-support-as-hospitality-in-Scotland-faces-further-restrictions.htm
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redundant. We are looking at a steady stream of job losses for six months,
otherwise.

We also must have longer-term support to enable businesses to rebuild in 2021.
The VAT cut for the sector must be extended as must the business rates
holiday. We also need a rent-debt settlement package, otherwise whole
businesses are going to go under with widespread redundancies.”

17. A recent BBC article has captured feedback from other key stakeholders—

“Stephen Montgomery of the Scottish Hospitality Group, which represents more 
than 50 pubs and restaurants, accused Ms Sturgeon of "singling out" the 
industry despite "very little evidence" that it is linked to the spread of the virus. 
He said— 

“With 90,000 Scottish jobs at risk we are heading towards a cliff edge 
and time is running out. We have been speaking with government and 
that will be ongoing but there is only a matter of months before the 
restrictions on our industry will have irreparable long-term damage on 
our sector.” 

The Scottish Tourism Alliance said the curfew on pubs and restaurants was— 

“likely to be the last straw for many businesses which were only just 
managing to break even.” 

The Scottish Chambers of Commerce warned that— 

“stricter measures in Scotland are undeniably more dangerous for the 
survival of businesses" and called for more support to be given by both 
the Scottish and UK governments.”” 

Review periods and next steps 

18. The Prime Minister made a statement to the House of Commons on 22
September outlining further restrictions for England and highlighting that—

“…we should assume that the restrictions I have announced will remain in place
for perhaps six months.”

19. That same day, in her statement to the Scottish Parliament, the First Minister
said—

“I also want to address talk that there has been in recent days about restrictions
being needed for six months or more. It is certainly the case, that until scientific
developments such as a vaccine change the game in the battle against COVID,
it will have a continuing impact on our lives. But that doesn’t necessarily mean 
that all of the new restrictions I am announcing today will be in place for six
months.”

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-54159291
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-commons-statement-on-coronavirus-22-september-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-commons-statement-on-coronavirus-22-september-2020
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20. The next review date for these measures, as indicated by the First Minister, will 
be 14 October, in three weeks’ time. In the meantime, the First Minister reportedly 
wrote to Boris Johnson on 24 September calling for urgent four-nation talks to tighten 
lockdown restrictions further.

Committee Clerks 
25 September 2020

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-politics-54274055
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